This paper is devoted to build the existence-and-uniqueness theorem of solutions to stochastic functional differential equations with infinite delay (short for ISFDEs) at phase space BC((−∞, 0]; R d ). Under the uniform Lipschitz condition, the linear growth condition is weaked to obtain the moment estimate of the solution for ISFDEs. Furthermore, the existence-and-uniqueness theorem of the solution for ISFDEs is derived, and the estimate for the error between approximate solution and accurate solution is given. On the other hand, under the linear growth condition, the uniform Lipschitz condition is replaced by the local Lipschitz condition, the existence-and-uniqueness theorem is also valid for ISFDEs on [t 0 , T ]. Moreover, the existence-and-uniqueness theorem still holds on interval [t 0 , ∞), where t 0 ∈ R is an arbitrary real number.
Introduction
Mao Xuerong had investigated the stochastic differential equations (short for SDEs) dX(t) = f X(t), t dt + g X(t), t dB(t), ( 
) had a unique solution X(t), moreover, X(t) ∈ M 2 ([t 0 , T ]; R d ).
Furthermore, Mao [1] also discussed stochastic functional differential equations with finite delay (short for SFDEs) dX(t) = f (X t , t) dt + g(X t , t) dB(t), t 0 t T , (1.4) where X t = {X(t + θ): −τ θ 0} could be considered as a C( [−τ, 0] ; R d )-value stochastic process. The initial value of (1.2) was proposed as follows: then (1.4) had a unique solution X(t), moreover,
Namely, the existence and uniqueness results for SDEs and SFDEs had been studied by [1] , the related results of existence and uniqueness of solutions could also be found in the literature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Our work is motivated by the work [1] of Mao Xuerong, we will generalize the existenceand-uniqueness theorem of the solution for SDEs and SFDEs to stochastic functional differential equations with infinite delay (short for ISFDEs) at phase space BC((−∞, 0]; R d ) in this paper. We still take t 0 ∈ R as our initial time at next discussion. Now, let us state our main results as follows: first, under the uniform Lipschitz condition and the linear growth condition, the moment estimate of the solution for ISFDEs is obtained. Furthermore, the existence-and-uniqueness theorem of the solution for ISFDEs is derived, and the estimate for the error between approximate solution and accurate solution is given. On the other hand, under the linear growth condition and the local Lipschitz condition, the existence-and-uniqueness theorem is also valid for ISFDEs on the closed interval [t 0 , T ]. Moreover, the existence-and-uniqueness theorem still holds on the entire interval [t 0 , ∞).
Preliminary
Let | · | denote Euclidean norm in R n . If A is a vector or a matrix, its transpose is denoted by A T ; if A is a matrix, its trace norm is represented by |A| = trace(A T A). Let (Ω, F, P ), throughout this paper unless otherwise specified, be a complete probability space with a filtration {F t } t t 0 satisfying the usual conditions (i.e. it is right continuous and F t 0 contains all P -null sets 
The initial value problem of (2.1) is to find out the solution of (2.1) with initial data (2.2) . But, what is the solution of (2.1)? We will show the definition of the solution of (2.1), the existenceuniqueness theorem and the estimate for approximate solution in the next section.
The existence-and-uniqueness theorem
Mao had shown Lemma 3.1 in [1, p. 39], so, we just introduce it as our lemma here.
Definition 3.1. R d -value stochastic process X(t) defined on −∞ < t T is called the solution of (2.1) with initial data (2.2), if X(t) has the following properties: (i) X(t) is continuous and {X(t)}
t 0 t T is F t -adapted; (ii) {f (X t , t)} ∈ L 1 ([t 0 , T ]; R d ) and {g(X t , t)} ∈ L 2 ([t 0 , T ]; R d×m ); (iii) X t 0 = ξ , for each t 0 t T , X(t) = ξ(0) + t t 0 f (X s , s) ds + t t 0 g(X s , s) dB(s) a.s.
X(t) is called as a unique solution, if any other solutionX(t) is distinguishable with X(t), that is
P X(t) =X(t), for any −∞ < t T = 1. Now we begin to establish the existence-and-uniqueness theorem for (2.1) with initial data (2.2). Under uniform Lipschitz condition, linear growth condition is weakened, then follows Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that there exist two positive numberK and K such that
(i) (uniform Lipschitz condition) For any ϕ, ψ ∈ BC((−∞, 0]; R d ) and t ∈ [t 0 , T ], it follows that f (ϕ, t) − f (ψ, t) 2 ∨ g(ϕ, t) − g(ψ, t) 2 K ϕ − ψ 2 ; (3.1) (ii) For any t ∈ [t 0 , T ], it follows that f (0, t), g(0, t) ∈ L 2 such that f (0, t) 2 ∨ g(0, t) 2 K. (3.2)
Then initial value problem (2.1)-(2.2) has a unique solution X(t). Moreover, X(t) ∈ M 2 ((−∞, T ]; R d ).
To show Theorem 3.1, first of all, let us turn to see a useful lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let (3.2) hold. If X(t) is the solution of (2.1) with initial data (2.2), then
3)
where
Proof. For each number n 1, define the stopping time
Taking the expectation on both sides, and by the Hölder inequality and (3.2) thus we have
One further obtains that
we collect c 2 then to obtain C. By the Gronwall inequality,
Noting the fact that sup
Letting t = T , it then follows that
Letting n → ∞, it then implies the following inequality
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let X(t) andX(t) be any two solutions of (2.1). By Lemma 3.2,
By the elementary inequality (a + b) 2 2(a 2 + b 2 ), one then gets
By the Hölder inequality and (3.2), we have
From the fact X t 0 (s) =X t 0 (s) = ξ(s), s ∈ (−∞, 0], one finds that
Applying the Gronwall inequality to yield
The above expression means that X(t) =X(t) for t 0 t T . Therefore, for all −∞ < t T , X(t) =X(t) a.s. The proof of uniqueness is complete.
Next to check the existence, define X 0 
. . , and define Picard sequence
Hence for any k 1, one can derive that
Note that
From the Gronwall inequality, one gets that
Since k is arbitrary,
From the Hölder inequality and (3.2), one then has
that is
By the same ways as above, we compute
thus we derive that
continuing this process to find that
Now we claim that for all n 0,
When n = 0, 1, 2, 3, inequality (3.6) holds. We suppose that (3.6) holds for some n, now to check (3.6) for n + 1. In fact,
By induction and (3.6),
It is easy to see that (3.6) holds for n + 1. Therefore, by induction, (3.6) holds for all n 0.
Next to verify {X n (t)} converge to X(t) at the sense of L 2 and probability 1 on M 2 ((−∞, T ]; R d ), moreover, X(t) is the solution of (2.1) with initial data (2.2). For (3.6), taking t = T ,
By the Chebyshev inequality,
From the fact
and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, for almost all ω ∈ Ω, there exists a positive integer n 0 = n 0 (ω) such that
is the partial sum of function series
by the second item of series (3.7), the absolute value of every item of (3.7) is less than the corresponding item of positive series 
Therefore, by use of the above result, we obtain that
Now to show that X(t) satisfy (2.1). with initial value (2.2). Clearly, (3.13) and (3.14) are special cases of (3.15 ). Now we demonstrate the existence-anduniqueness theorem for (3.15), its proof is similar to Theorem 3.1, we omit it here and just state the theorem itself. 
Then (3.15) has a unique global solution X(t), moreover, X(t) ∈ M 2 ((−∞, ∞); R d ).

